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“Whose is this song?”
Short synopsis
In a small nice restaurant in Istanbul I was having dinner with friends from
various Balkan countries - a Greek, a Macedonian, a Turk, a Serb, and
me, the Bulgarian. There I heard The Song.
As soon as it sounded we all started singing it, everyone in his own language. Everyone claimed that the song came from his own country. Then
we found ourselves caught in a fierce fight - Whose is this Song?
The event in the Istanbul restaurant did not leave my mind at rest. I knew
from my childhood that the song was Bulgarian. I wanted to find out why
the others also claimed the song was theirs. This is how the film started.
The film action takes place in the countries of the Balkan region. The
situation is in itself rather comic - the fight to prove that no one other than
us can create such a beautiful song. At times this fight becomes tragicomic and dramatic, takes twists and springs, surprises with the metamorphoses of the song and the emotions of the participants in the film.
“Whose is this song?” is a film which treats with a sense of humor some
typical Balkan traits including our constant strife to usurp somebody else's
possession and at the same time keep what is ours to ourselves.
In addition to this, “Whose is this song” is a film about a song and the
transformations it underwent on its travels along the roads of the Balkans:
in the different countries it has different faces and exists as a love song, a
military march meant to scare the enemy off, a Muslim religious song, a
revolutionary song, an anthem of the right nationalists, etc.
Could a song change people's destinies? Could a song bring lovers
together and then arouse blind jealousy? Could a song haunt a man for
his whole life and even beyond? Could a song give rise to ethnic hatred
or to revenge by hanging?
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“Whose is this song?”
About the film

An exciting journey around Turkey, Greece,
Macedonia, Albania, Bosnia, Serbia and
Bulgaria, a journey to all the places where
people still sing this song which appears once
as a love song, another time as a religious
hymn, and even as a song inciting for battle. A
funny, dramatic and tragicomic account of the
search for the truth about a song.

The film's action takes place in the countries of
the Balkan region. The situation is in itself
rather comic - the fight to prove that no one of
all the rest can create such a beautiful song. At
times this fight becomes tragicomic as well as
dramatic, takes twists and turns, surprises with
the metamorphoses of the song and the emotions of the participants in the film.
“This is one of the most in-depth film explorations on the theme of the (mis-)understanding between the Balkan peoples. This
documentary masterpiece has reminded us
with unexpected force that we inhabit an
explosive region of contradictions and hidden hatreds which can be inflamed very easily even by a song.”
Krasimir Kaselov
“Movie Screen” Magazine, May 2003

“With this film I would like to show the
Balkans from a different standpoint.”
Adela Peeva
Director

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“Whose is this song?”
Main characters

Turkey
Moamer is famous all over Turkey as a
collector and performer of Balkan folk music.
In his opinion the song became a symbol of
Turkey in the beginning of the 1950s - the
same period in which this Euro-Asian country
gained great popularity as a holiday destination with tourists. The lyrics of the song tell
about an Istanbul clerk, a charming and elegant man, who evoked sighs of love in all
women. The story of the clerk became so
famous in Turkey that a film was made based
upon it.

Ulku Erakalin is the director of “Katip”, the
film about the clerk. Today he lives on the
Asian coast of the Bosphoros with the memories of his youth, his works and his great
friendship with Zeki Muren - a true variety
show star from the 1960s, who played the
part of the handsome clerk.

Greece

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©

Mihalis is a self-taught musician. He lives in
the picturesque village of Kapi in the
mountainous part of the Lesbos Island. The
violin is the great love of his life. He plays in the
local pub, at celebrations and ceremonies in
the neighboring villages, and sometimes he
plays for himself alone - as if to heal the pain
from his lost opportunities as a violinist. In his
modest workshop for repair of electrical
appliances he keeps his musical instruments:
two violins, a guitar, and a keyboard. On the
wall there is a time-faded drawing of Jiacomo
Puccini at a concert. Mihalis thinks that each
true violinist must possess a picture of him
because “The violin starts and ends with him.”
Solon and Mihalis are sure that this song can
be no other than Greek.
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Solon is a friend of Mihalis. He despises
"modern singers" and sings the songs as they
were performed once - a hundred years ago or
maybe more. A queer and eccentric person,
and at the same time extremely likeable, sincere and charming, he lives and sings as he
thinks a folk singer should do it. He pays no
attention to the mocking glances of other people and he is not going to change himself for
any reason.

Albania
Teresa Kreshova is an opera singer. She has
been singing our song for 20 years now. Her
opinion is that the song is undoubtedly
Albanian. Being forced during Communism to
sing only folk songs together with the choir of
the Albanian town of Korcha, Teresa still
keeps the memories of the opera arias she
performed on the stage of the opera theatre in
Tirana at the beginning of her career. She
feels sad that she does not have a single
recording of any of her performances from the
opera stage.

Bosnia
In Bosnia several versions of the song have
been preserved. Omer Pobrich - a magician
with his accordion - performs our song as a
love song. He is convinced that there is no
need to search for the origin of the song
because it is evident that it is a Bosnian song.
It is also evident that this is the reason why it
is so beautiful that no words can describe it.

Mehmed Bajraktarevich is a teacher at the
Musical School in Sarajevo. He is also the
conductor of the school choir. According to
him, our song is a "casida", i.e. a religious
song. The lyrics of the song in its present version were written by a religious woman from
Sarajevo about 40 years ago, and the melody
remained from the time when Bosnia was part
of the Ottoman empire, i.e. the melody is
Turkish.
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Macedonia

Erol Baba, the leader of the Dervish sect
"Rufii" from the tekke (monastery) in Skopje,
knows the song in the version in which it is
sung in Turkey, as well. He is not surprised at
the version of Mehmed Bajraktarevich and
his choir. He also has his own explanation of
the causes of the war in Bosnia. According to
Erol Baba, apart from the curse that hangs
over Bosnians, the main cause for the civil
war was the large number of mixed marriages
between Muslims, Orthodox Christians and
Catholics.

Iliah Pejovski, the famous Macedonian composer and music pedagogue is certain that the
song is not Macedonian. His opinion is that it
came to Macedonia during the Crusades. He
also says that in its nicest Macedonian version
the song tells the story of the beautiful maiden
Pazza from the village of Drenovo. It turned out
that the inhabitants of Drenovo still remember
the story of Pazza who left their village long
ago and found a new home somewhere else.

Serbia
In Serbia the history of the song is inseparably
connected with the life of the beautiful Gypsy
woman Koshtana who was famous for her
singing and dancing all over Serbia in the end
of the 19 century. Our song was one of
Koshtana's favorite songs and also of her
numerous admirers. The famous Serbian
writer Bora Stankovich wrote a drama about
her life entitled “Koshtana”, and in 1953 a film
was based upon it. The film became a
favourite with the audiences in all the Balkan
countries.
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Today the people of Vranje regard the Gypsy
Koshtana as the most important part of their
town's history, and in the outskirts of the town
we can still meet some of her relatives: her
granddaughter Malika and her grandson
Nikola.

“Your mouth is made of honey.
Don't you pity it?
- If I did, I wouldn't give it to you to kiss...”
Koshtana's song

It turned out, however, that for the people of
Vranya there is a very fragile boundary
between their high spirits in the pub and their
belligerent defense of national dignity when
they think it has been offended. The team of
the film was on the edge of a hand-to-hand
fight supposed to defend the truth that the
song can be only Serbian and no other.

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Bulgaria
Stoyan - an old weapons master from Sliven.
He had no difficulty in proving that the song is
Bulgarian and can belong to no other country.
His argument is that the song is performed at
the historical site of Petrova niva in the Strandja
Mountains, on occasions commemorating the
heroes who died for the liberation of Bulgaria
from the Turkish domination.

Stoyan took me to the celebrations at
Petrova Niva to hear the song.

But only mentioning that it could be a
Turkish song aroused real anger in people.
The punishment for spreading such statements, according to our film characters, is
simple and effective - the slanderer has to
be hanged on the nearest tree and be left
hanging there until his bones become dry.

Thus we learned that, unfortunately, here, on
the Balkans, the sparkles of hatred could be
inflamed very easily even by a beautiful song.

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“Whose is this song?”

Festivals

Whose is this Song?"
Documentary
Producer and Director
Adela Peeva - Bulgaria

Festival Screenings
-

Sofia International Film Festival - Premiere
Istanbul International Art Film Festival
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival
Sarajevo International Film Festival
Apolonia Art Festival - Sozopol, Bulgaria
United Nations Association Film Festival - Stanford, USA
Leipzig International Film Festival

-

23rd Ethnographic Film Festival - (Bilan du Film Ethnographique) - Paris

-

Montpellier Documentary Film Festival
Rencontres internationales du documentaire de Montreal
International TV Festival "Golden Chest" - Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Bulgarian Non-Fiction Film Festival "Golden Rython"
International TV Festival Bar - Montenegro
International Short & Independent Film Festival - Dhaka
International Film Festival "Cinemania" - Sofia
International Documentary Festival IDFA - Amsterdam
Mumbai International Film Festival
Belgrade International Film Festival
Istanbul International 1001 Documentary Film Festival
DocAviv - Tel Aviv International Documentary Film Festival
The European Documentary Film Festival in Oslo, Norway
VERA Film festival - Finland
Visions du Reel Festival International de Cinema - Switzerland
Chicago International Documentary Festival
Nashville International Film Festival
Tribeca International Film Festival - New York
Documenta Madrid - International Documentary Festival
Balkan Black Box Film Festival - Berlin
Festival International du Film de La Rochelle
Motovun International Film Festival - Zagreb, Croatia
Mount Shasta International Film Festival - USA
Taiwan International Documentary Festival
Tirana International Film Festival
23eme Festival Cinema d'Ales - Itinerances
International Documentary Film Festival Lublin, Poland
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“Whose is this song?”

Awards

Nominated by the European Film Academy for
“Best Documentary Film 2003”
Prix ARTE
Special Prize of the Jury
“Golden Chest” 2003 International TV Festival
Special Prize of the Jury
“Golden Rython” 2003
Documentary and Animated Films Festival
“Silver Conch” Prize - MIFF’ 2004
Mumbai International Film Festival
FIPRESCI Award - MIFF’ 2004
Mumbai International Film Festival
Prix Bartok
23rd Ethnographic Film Festival
(Bilan du Film Ethnographique) - Paris 2004
Gibson Impact of Music Award
Nashville Film Festival - 2004
Annual Award of the City of Sofia
Second Award at “Rozstaje Europy”
International Documentary Film Festival
Lublin, Poland - 2005
Award of the Student Jury at “Rozstaje Europy”
International Documentary Film Festival
Lublin, Poland - 2005

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©

Nominatioin in the category
European Film Academy Documentary 2003 - PRIX ARTE
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Special Prize of the Jury
“Golden Chest” 2003

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Special Prize of the Jury
“Golden Rython” 2003

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“Silver Conch” Prize - MIFF' 2004
Mumbai International Film Festival
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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FIPRESCI Award - MIFF' 2004
Mumbai International Film Festival
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Second Award at “Rozstaje Europy”
International Documentary Film Festival
Lublin, Poland - 2005
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Award of the Student Jury at “Rozstaje Europy”
International Documentary Film Festival
Lublin, Poland - 2005
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“Whose is this Song?”

Press clippings

INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE 16 th of November 2004
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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NEWSWEEK 22 nd March 2004

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“According to the experts, musicians, coffee shop keepers, and customers, Adela Peeva creates a brilliant, very rare and properly made
documentary that reveals the Balkan madness”

Newspaper ILTA-SANOMAT Finland - 9 th of October 2003

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Adela Peeva says: "We will do best if we acknowledge that our
cultures have mixed and stop our efforts to prove who is greatest - by doing this we can only lose our prestige and dignity."

Interview with Adela Peeva
Violeta Tzvetcova "Novinar" Newspaper - 26 th of March 2003

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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"One of the best documentaries in this year's program of the
Film Festival in Sarajevo is the film of the Bulgarian director Adela
Peeva entitled "Whose is this song". This is a film that has to be seen
by everyone who is in any way concerned with the Balkan madness".
"Dani" Newspaper, Sarajevo - 22 nd of August 2003

"Europe acknowledged Adela Peeva”
TV Standard - announcements, 20 th of November 2003

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“Adela Peeva's documentary "Whose is this song" is offered for a
European Film award. These awards have won the reputation of competitors
of the Oscars. They are awarded by the European Film Academy presided by
the German film director Wim Wenders. Out of the 360 films considered this
year, 43 were selected for competing in the separate categories."
Valya Stoyanova - "Dnevnik" Newspaper,
17 th of November 2003

“Adela
Peeva's
film
"Whose is this song" is
nominated for this year's
European Film Academy
Awards. This is the first
Bulgarian film ever to
have had the chance to
receive such recognition."
"24 Hours" Newspaper,
27 th of November 2003

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“The second gripping Bulgarian film that received an award is
“Whose is this song?”. The director Adela Peeva takes us on a walk
around the Balkan countries - Turkey, Greece, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Macedonia, Serbia, Bulgaria - and everywhere people
sing one and the same melody, everywhere the people are convinced
that this melody is “theirs”, that it is undoubtedly Turkish,
Macedonian, etc. This simple walk - and this melody, dear to the
hearts of each Balkan person who hears it being sung in a different
rhythm, in different words and with a different purpose - tells more
about the Balkans that any European or Soros programs for
“mutual knowledge and cooperation on the Balkans”. A film
which shakes the Balkan national ideas, however, not in order
to destroy them but in order to disturb them, to excite them.”

Hristo Butzev, "Cultura" Magazine, 31 st of October 2003

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“As this remarkable documentary exemplifies, a folk song proves to be a
powerful means of national identification and self-expression, through which
the peoples on the Balkans articulate their cultural unity in the "melody" of
life as well as their politically opposing attitudes to the "possession" of the
national treasures.”
Julia Iordanova
Weekly “Literature Newspaper”
23 rd of April 2003

“Another film that made a very good impression was the fulllength documentary of Adela Peeva “Whose is this song?”. The numerous comic and
not so comic wanderings of the director around several Balkan countries the
first of which is Turkey, full of experiences hard to retell, have definitely
impressed the local film specialists and spectators with the pleasant sense
of humour and the painfully familiar reactions of the main characters of this
wonderful documentary.”

“Dnevnik” Newspaper, 7

Pavlina Jeleva
th
of May 2003

“Adela Peeva has chosen to approach the topic of the Balkan fire always
ready to ignite in an exceptionally dynamic way. She has succeeded in creating an intelligent film with a pervading sense of humor, even in the most
frightening moments.”
Nilgiun Cherahoglu
“Giumhuriet” Newspaper, 19 th of April 2003

“It is a paradox that a large part of the films included in the documentary program were received with much louder applause than even the most impatiently expected festival hits. This applies especially to the documentary essay of
Adela Peeva “Whose is this song?”. I think that it was precisely this film's
premiere that was able to stir at the most the feelings of the audience during the whole festival. This is one of the most in-depth film explorations on
the theme of the (mis-)understanding between the Balkan peoples. Shown in
a moment when the war in Iraq had already started, this documentary masterpiece has reminded us with unexpected force that we inhabit an explosive region of contradictions and hidden hatreds which can be inflamed very
easily even by a song.”
Krasimir Kaselov
“Sofia Film Fest - Marathon of good cinema”
“Movie Screen” Magazine, May 2003
“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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“Whose is this song?”

Fan post
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From :
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mohammad Yousuf <mohammad.yousaf@studmed.uio.no>
Thursday, March 25, 2004 11.52 PM
<adelapeeva@hotmail.com>
About your great movie "Whose Is This Song?"

Hello dear Adela Peeva.
I just saw your great movie shown here on Swedish television (I live in Norway)
and I really loved it!
I am a medical student at the University in Oslo, Norway and have my roots in
Pakistan. The Balkan area has always caught my interest because i find it to be a
great showcase of the melting between "eastern" and "western" way of life and culture. Its really sad that theres still so much hate and suspision in the minds and
hearts of the people there.
I have good friends from almost all of the places you visited (except Bulgaria., he
he) and I would really like to show them the movie. Unfortunally they didn't see it
today, thats why I wondered if I could buy a copy from you or one of your connections? I don't think its possible for me to buy it through a norwegian dealer
because they simply don't have it ( have called a couple of places already). I
could transfer the money to you anyway it would suit you best of course!
Really hope that you can help me. But anyway:
THANK YOU FOR A GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH THE HISTORY OF A SONG.
lts definitly one of the best movies I ever have seen!
Have a really nice weekend. Best of regards from Oslo, Norway.
Mohammad Yousuf
stud.med UiO
Olav M Troviksvei 10 H0616
0864 Oslo - Norway
Tel: +47 93682324

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Asa Nilsson Dahlstrom “asani@irk.liu.se”
adelapeeva@hotmail.com
A short question!
Fri, 26 Mar 2004 00:31:47 +0100

Dear Ms Peeva!
I hope that you can help me. I watched your wonderful film “Whose is this song?”
on Swedish television recently. I am a university teacher at Linkoping University
in Sweden, and I wonder if it possible for me to purchase a copy of this film, or
possibly rent the film (preferably with subtitles in English or Swedish), to show my
students, who are taking a course in ethnic relations and nationalism in Europe.
Do you possibly have an agent in Sweden, or who should I contact with my question?
Best regards
Asa Nilsson Dahlstrom (mrs)
Ph D
Institute for Religion and Culture
Dept of Social Anthropology
Linkoping University
Sweden
Email: asani@irk.liu.se

* * *
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eva hjortronmyr “e-v-@telia.com”
adelapeeva@hotmail.com
hello...uskedaro...
Fri, 26 Mar 2004 00:48:06 +0100

hello
just wanted you to know i have just seen the film about the song
uskedaro...at our television
it was great and very intressting also like to tell you that it unites... as
your hope were....it have given me much joy and fantasy and told me early
in my life that the world was big and round and same same but different
when i lived in umea = noth of sweden as a child i heard it and that is
about 49 years ago!
i was 5 years an loved it and have keept it all my life since then
i think it was some people wandering by haveing beautiful puupets and the
sang it in a park
i did not want to leave and my elder siste who was with me as a “babysitter”
left me and i must have stayed a long time as i learnd the whole song....
sometimes i still sing it......
after that i tryed to find my way home without my sister hi hi hi
a lady found me waking in the streets and the polis returned me home hi hi
hi
its one of my most lovely child experience so early i loved the dans the
song and the people who brougth it too sweden
i was resently in istanbul and heard it everywhere
cant tell you who this people in north of sweden were but the gave me joy
dance fantasy forever
best wishes and thank you for your lovely and interesting film
eva in sweden

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Wonderful film!
Tue, 19 Aug 2003 06:47:52 EDT
SigiPepp@aol.com
eco_svetlina@mbox.cit.bg

Dear Adela,
my husband and I have watched your film on ARTE, and we both are very
enthusiastic and impressed about it! It's got a deep and touching truth in
a light-hearted way. Congratulations!!!
I hope you will win many important awards, you deserve it!
All the best to you.
My best,
Sigrid
WHITE PEPPER Filmgesellschaft
Dr. Sigrid Faltin
Hartmann-von-Aue-Str. 13
D - 79280 Au
Tel 0761. 40 84 40;
Fax 0761. 40 89 40
Faltin@whitepepper.de

* * *
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erny van wijk <e.van.wijk@planet.nl>
adelapeeva@hotmail.com
a song
Wed, 28 May 2003 21:42:09 +0200

Dear mrs. Peeva,
I have just viewed one of your documentaries on the Dutch TV about a song
(The translation of the Dutch title is : Each sings his own song).
I was amazed that a song with such an enchanting tune could indeed, like you said in the
documentary, lead to such feelings of hatred. However I think it is a very good documentary
which takes you through eastern Europe (a part I know very little of) and shows how people
live and how one song which is known throughout a large area in different languages and different versions, is part of those people life.
Thank you very much for making the documentary !
Yours sincerely,
miss Erny van Wijk
Gorinchem - Netherlands

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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From:
Reply-To:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Antara Bose
“Antara Bose” <antaratushi5@rediffmail.com>
eco_svetlina@mbox.cit.bg
Tuesday, March 23, 15:43
Whose is this song?

Dear Adela,
I am Antara Bose from India. Myself a student of mass communication of 1st year.
To tell you, there is a special reason why I am writing you this letter. Recently, we
had a film festival for three days. It was with the help of Film Division of the Indian
Government and our college - Karim City. During this festival they also screened
WHOSE IS THIS SONG? which appeared to be immensely popular amongst
the audience.
.......
The film you have made is simply superb but I
somehow felt that you left the West Bengal in India where it is widely sung.
The lyrics is: “Shukno patar nupur paye baaje je ghurni jaaye,
jol toronge jhilimili jhilimili dheu khele je jaaye... “
Regards
Antara.

* * *
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

"J. Fowler" <jfowler@ap.org>
adelapeeva@hotmail.com
Whose is this song?
Fri, 08 Aug 2003 16:55:24 +0200

Greetings,
Both from my perspective as a journalist and a lover of thing Balkan,
I thoroughly enjoyed your documentary 'This Is Not Your Song," screened
earlier this week by Arte (as "A qui est cette chanson?").
.......
Best regards,
Jonathan Fowler

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Funda Yesim SONMEZ
<funda.sonmez@sbs.com.tr>
adelapeeva@hotmail.com
I watched your film
Fri, 18 Apr 2003 14:17:02 +0300

I watched your film "Whose is this song?" last night in Istanbul film festival and
have really been amazed. I would like to congratulate you for the brilliant idea and your
effort to make the movie.
.......
Thank you for your effort on strengthening the unity.
Efforts of these types increase the number of proves that we are human beings!
Thank you
Funda

* * *
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Domczyk <domczyk@bredband.net>
<eco_svetlina@mbox.cit.bg>
Friday, March 26, 09:49
Whose is this Song?

Hi
Whose is this Song?
Do You know that this song is one of the most popular song in Iraq
in the last 60 years.
But one thing is for sure, its not Iraqian song. Its Turkish
Thanks!
Mahmoud

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

"Asli Basgoz"
<abasgoz@istanbul.whitecase.com>
adelapeeva@hotmail.com
Thank you
Fri, 18 Apr 2003 09:27:03 +0200

Dear Ms. Peeva:
I hope this is the correct e-mail address for you. Some friends and I had the privilege of watching
"Whose Song Is This" last night at the Istanbul Film Festival. We want to congratulate you-your
film was absolutely fantastic-thoughtful, entertaining, informative we could use lots
more adjectives of praise. None of us had any idea that the song had so many incarnations or
that it could be the source of so many conflicting claims.
......
Also, I used to live in the US and would love to tell my friends there about the movie. Are there
any showings scheduled in the US in the near future?
Thank you again for sharing this wonderful work with us.
Sincerely yours,
(Ms) Asli Basgoz
White & Case LLP
Buyukdere Cad., Maya Akar Center, No. 100 Kat 12
Esentepe 34394 Istanbul, Turkey
Tel: +90 212 275 7533, Fax: +90 212 275 7543
E-mail: abasgoz@whitecase.com

* * *
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Peter Flaschner <pflaschner@home.se>
<adelamedia@adelamedia.net>
Friday, March 26, 01:36
a film about a song

I’ve just seen this film of yours about the song all over Balkan.
I must tell you that both my ears (the hungarian one and the jewish one too)
found this song familiar.
So if you ever want to go further on......don’t miss Hungary
(under turkish rule 1500-1600) or Israel.
A great film, I loved it.
Regards,
Peter Flaschner, Stockholm
Tel. 08-655 81 55
Mobil 070-270 30 60

“Whose is this song” - Adela Media ©
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HenningBolte@cs.com
adelapeeva@hotmail.com
ARTE: "Whose is this song?"
Wed, 6 Aug 2003 12:16:01 EDT
Dr. Henning Bolte AMSTERDAM 1034 KM Lyzyde

Dear Ms. Peeva,
Thank you for your documentary "Whose is this song?"!
I viewed it this evening on ARTE and enjoyed it very much.
Kind regards,
Henning Bolte

* * *
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Slavisa <slavis@beotel.yu>
<eco_svetlina@mbox.cit.bg>
Monday, March 01, 17:11
Cestitka!

Postovana gospodjo,
Upravo sam video Vas film "Cija je ovo pesma"
na festivalu FEST 2004. u Beogradu.
Poptuno sam fasciniran i jos uvek sam najezen.
Najsrdacnije Vam cestitam i zelim Vam sve najbolje.
Slavisa, Beograd
=========================
Translation from Serbian:
Dear Madam,
I just saw your film "Whose is this song" at the festival
Fest 2004 in Belgrade.
I am absolutely fascinated and still "shuddering".
Please accept my warmest regards!
I wish you all the best!
Slavisha, Belgrade
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“Whose is this song?”

About the Author

Adela Media Ltd.
Film & TV Productions Ltd.

Adela Peeva - Owner and Manager
Born in Bulgaria, Razgrad, on January 23, 1947
Studied at The Academy for Film, Theatre and TV in Belgrade
and got her degree as a Film, TV and Theatre director.
Has been working as a director for the TV stations in Ex-Yugoslavia
From 1973 until 1990 film director in the Studio for documentary films in Sofia.
Made more than 40 documentaries.
Some of the films she made in that period was banned by the Communist authorities.
From 1988 until 1989 film director in the Studio for Feature films in Sofia.
Made the feature film “The Neighbour”.
Since 1991 founder, owner and manager of
ADELA MEDIA Film & TV Production Company.
From 1991 till today made over 25 documentaries in co-operation with international partners from Germany, The Netherlands, Switzerland, Finland, Denmark, Belgium and
Turkey including ZDF/ARTE, RBB/ARTE, RTBF, Periscope Productions NV, NPS,
Lichtpunt, YLE/TV1, DR TV- Fakta, Synevizion Film - Turkey as well as with Eurimages,
Media Plus Programme, Jan Vrijman Fund and SOROS Documentary Fund support.
Adela Peeva is also Member of the European Film Academy,
Member of the Board of European Documentary Network (till the end of 2004),
Member of Union of the Bulgarian film makers
Member of the Association of Bulgarian Producers
Member of the Ecumenical Jury at the Cannes and Berlin Film Festivals
Member of the Jury at the Kalamata International Film Festival, Greece - 2001
Expert at the European Audiovisual Entrepreneurs (EAVE) Workshops
in Oulu, Finland - 2004 and at the forum “West meets East” in Utrecht - 2004
Speaker at World Congress of History Producers, Toronto - 2004
Guest panelist at INPUT 2005 Conference - San Francisco
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ADELA MEDIA Film & TV Productions Ltd. track record includes:

“Whose is this song?” (2003)
55/70 min. documentary
Directed by Adela Peeva
co-production
Periscope Productions NV - RBB/ARTE - RTBF - Lichtpunt - NPS - YLE TV1 - DR TV Fakta
From 2003 till today broadcast in
Belgium, The Netherlands, Finland, Denmark, Germany, France,
Sweden, Spain, Italy, Serbia
Participated at over 40 International Film Festivals in Europe, Asia, USA, Canada
including Karlovy Vary, Tribeca, Chicago and Nashvile Film Festivals
Distributed in Europe, North America and Japan

Nominated by the European Film Academy for “Best Documentary 2003 - Prix ARTE”
Special Prize of the Jury at “Golden Rithon” Film Festival (2003)
Special Prize of the Jury at “Golden Chest” Film Festival (2003)
“Silver Conch” Prize at MIFF’2004 Mumbai International Film Festival
FIPRESCI Award at MIFF’2004 Mumbai International Film Festival
“Prix Bartok” at 23rd Paris Ethnographic Film Festival (2004)
“Gibson Impact of Music” Award at Nashville Film Festival (2004)
Annual Award of the City of Sofia (2004)
Second Award at “Rozstaje Europy” Film Festival - Lublin, Poland (2005)
Award of the Student Jury at “Rozstaje Europy” Film Festival - Lublin, Poland (2005)
*

“Born from the Ashes” (2001)
30 min. documentary
Directed by Adela Peeva
co-production with ZDF 3sat with the support of Soros Documentary Fund
Broadcast in Germany, France, Switzerland and Austria
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“The Unwanted” (2000)
52 min. documentary
Directed by Adela Peeva
co-production with ZDF /ARTE and “Sinevizyon Film” - Turkey
with the support of EURIMAGES Fund
Broadcast in Germany, France, The Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Andora and Bulgaria
Special Prize of the Jury at the National Film Festival “Golden Rhyton”
Grand Prix “The Best Documentary”
at the 18th Minneapolis / St Paul International Film Festival - USA (2001)
“Certificate of Merit” at Jan Karski Competition - USA (2001)
Second prize at the International Film Festival “At Home”, Krakow - Poland (2001)

*

“The Right to Choose” (1998)
30 min. documentary
Directed by Adela Peeva
Broadcast in Germany, France, Switzerland and Bulgaria
Second Prize at the International Film Festival in Trento - Italy (1999)

*

“In the mountain of Bulgaria” (1997)
15 min. documentary
Directed by Adela Peeva
co-production with ZDF
Broadcast in Germany and Bulgaria

Second prize at the International Film Festival in Bacau - Romania (1997)
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